
Real Science Finds Carbon Dioxide’s Effects
on Climate Are ‘Negligible’
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More than 100 different scientific papers and counting show that carbon dioxide’s effect
on the climate is actually quite small. In addition, 95% of climate software models have
actually turned out to be wrong.
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The FISC [Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court] admitted that two of the spy warrants
against Carter Page were not lawfully authorized as the FISA law states that American
citizens cannot be secretly spied on by the US government absent probable cause that an
American is unlawfully acting as a foreign agent.
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California passed a law, SB 394, that is optional in each county, and allows diversion
for lawbreakers, instead of jail, for primary caregivers of minor children under certain
circumstances. According to prosecutors, the only “diversion” that’s going to happen now
is that new crimes will get diverted onto more people.
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Khan was previously released from local law enforcement custody in November 2019 with an
active ICE detainer, due to New York City’s sanctuary policies. A spokeswoman for NYC
Mayor Bill de Blasio expressed the mayor’s sympathies and chastised President Donald
Trump’s administration for “politicizing this tragedy.”


